Summary. We obtain significant improvements for the star discrepancy D * of generalized van der Corput sequences by means of linear digit scramblings (see Section 5.2 for the definition). We also find a new lower bound for the extreme discrepancy D of these sequences which permits to show that linearly-scrambled sequences are set in a good place among generalized van der Corput sequences. Finally, we derive the corresponding properties for generalized Hammersley point sets in arbitrary bases and link recent developments in base 2 by Kritzer, Larcher and Pillichshammer to former studies of Béjian and the author.
INTRODUCTION
For a long time, permutations and linear scramblings play a leading part in QMC methods, especially since the founding works of Owen [Owe95] and Tezuka [Tez94] , [Tez95] and the clever classification they received by Matoušek [Mat98] . On the other hand, practitioners utilize systematically random shifts for computing variance estimators, in particular random digit shifts of the nets used to perform quadratures in Randomized QMC methods. As far as we know, no theoretical study justify the superiority of such shifts on scramblings by means of other classes of permutations like linear scramblings.
One of the aims of this paper is to show, in elementary situations (one-dimensional sequences or two-dimensional point sets), that shifting and linearly-scrambling the generators (here van der Corput sequences) improves their discrepancy behavior. Especially, digital shifts improve significantly the behavior of the star discrepancy (Sections 5.2 and 6.2). Such subtle distinction has been made possible thanks to our good knowledge of permuted van der Corput sequences and special (0, 1)−sequences (Sections 3 and 4.1).
Another motivation is the question of the position of linearly-scrambled sequences in the hierarchy of low discrepancy sequences and in particular among generalized van der Corput sequences. Finding efficient lower bounds for low discrepancy sequences is a difficult task and in this prospect, we have improved a preceding lower bound which permits to sharpen the gap and confirms that many linear digit scramblings produce very good sequences (Sections 4.2-3 and 5.2).
Finally, according to the revival of interest for Hammersley two-dimensional point sets with the works in base 2 by Kritzer, Larcher and Pillichshammer [LP01] , [LP03] , [Kri06] , [KLP06] , it was important to link firmly these studies to the preceding ones of Béjian [Bej78] and the author [Fau81] , [Fau86] , a lot of results being in common although the approachs are -or at least presently seem-quite different (see Section 5 and end of Section 6 for a temporary conclusion).
DEFINITIONS

IRREGULERITIES OF DISTRIBUTION The Discrepancies
For a point set P N = {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X N } in I s = [0, 1] s and a subinterval J of I s , we define the remainder (to ideal distribution) by
where A(J; N ) = #{n; 1 ≤ n ≤ N, X n ∈ J} and V (J) is the volume of J. Then, the star discrepancy D * and the discrepancy D of P N are defined by
where J * (resp. J) is in the shape of
For an infinite sequence X, we denote by D(N, X) and D * (N, X) respectively the discrepancy and the star discrepancy of its first N points. To emphasize that we deal with the infinite sequence X, we set also
In the following, we only deal with s = 1 or 2.
Relations between sequences and point sets
General principle (also valid for all dimensions), see [Nie92] Lemma 3.7 and [Fau86] Section III:
Let X = (X n ) be an infinite sequence taking its values in I and let P N be the point set
Then max
The left inequality will be useful to obtain lower bounds for Hammersley point sets with N = b n points.
THE SEQUENCES
Permuted van der Corput Sequences
Let b ≥ 2 be an arbitrary integer and let Σ = (σ r ) r≥0 be a sequence of permutations of
For any integer N ≥ 1, the permuted (or generalized) van der Corput sequence S Σ b in base b associated with Σ (see [Fau81] ) is defined by
where a r (N ) is the r-th digit of the b−adic expansion of
If Σ = (σ r ) = (σ) is constant, we write S Of course, the NUT digital (0, 1)−sequences are a special case of (t, s)− sequences introduced by Niederreiter, see for instance [Nie92] .
THE POINT SETS
The point sets we are concerned with here are the usual Hammersley point sets associated with the preceding sequences: for any integer N ≥ 1, 
Finally the function ϕ 
and
These functions have been introduced in [Fau81] . Other functions are necessary for the study of the L 2 −discrepancy and the diaphony (see [CF93] ), notions we shall not consider in this paper.
THE EXACT FORMULAS FOR THE SEQUENCES S Σ b
AND X
C b
For any permuted van der Corput sequence S Σ b in base b associated with Σ, we have [Fau81] , for all integers n and N with 1 ≤ N ≤ b n ,
Recall that for any one-dimensional sequence,
Therefore, the star discrepancy of S Σ b is obvious and its discrepancy is given by
Concerning the NUT digital (0, 1)−sequences X C b , we have been able to obtain the corresponding formulas for D + , D − and D (see [Fau05a] ), but here things are more complicated and we shall restrict in the present paper to D, for which a simple formula occurs by means of the sequence of permutations ∆ = (δ r ) defined by δ r (i) = c r r i (mod b) (the c r r are the diagonal entries of C). We obtain
There are analogous formulas for the L 2 −discrepancy and the diaphony of S Σ b and X C b (see [CF93] and [Fau05a] ).
BOUNDS AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR FOR
The experimental research of pairs (b, Σ) giving the lowest discrepancy D shows that it is better to work with constant sequences Σ = (σ). On the contrary, concerning D * , it appears that specific sequences of permutations Σ associated with σ give the best results (even optimal with the identical permutation); this case of D * will be considered in the next section. Note also that, according to the last formula of Section 3 above, the case of NUT digital (0, 1)−sequences X 
and there exists β n , with 0 ≤ β n ≤ 1, such that
We also have
The quantity d σ b is very important since it is easy to compute and it permits to bound α σ b from above (and below for large bases b). We will call it the discrete discrepancy of the net
Numerical examples can be found in Table 1 
LOWER BOUNDS FOR
The problem of lower bounds for the discrepancy D is still a very challenging problem. In one dimension, the famous result of Schmidt (1972, improved by Béjian [Bej82] , see the first inequality below) solves the problem for the order of magnitude, but improving the constants is still an open question. We have from the general to the specific:
for any sequence X, 0.12 < lim sup
The lower bound for arbitrary sequences S Table 1 ).
A NEW LOWER BOUND FOR D(N, S
with h and l such that
In that way, E l + 1 
Of course, with specific bases b, more precise results can be obtained with the ceiling or the floor of reals involved in the computations. Table 1 gives some examples of such computations (the reals are rounded to 3 significant digits), some comments follow. The lower bound log 36 = 0.366 . . ., the smallest discrepancy D presently known among all one-dimensional sequences [Fau92] . Note also that for each prime base up to 1301, we have found many digit scramblings σ with constants 
. 
FORMULAS AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR FOR D *
As announced at the beginning of Section 4, we come now to the study of the star discrepancy D * . First, we introduce the method to obtain low star discrepancy sequences and give the main results we got with it (see [Fau81] ). Then we link our results with recent publications of Kritzer, Larcher and Pillichshammer by means of linear digit scramblings and finally, we obtain new remarkable simple sequences with such scramblings judiciously chosen.
SWAPPING PERMUTATIONS
Let E be a subset of Z + and σ a permutation of Z b . Let τ be the permutation of
The permutation τ swaps the functions ψ With that A and with the condensed notation σ = τ • σ, we obtain 
LINEAR DIGIT SCRAMBLINGS
This denomination comes from J. Matoušek [Mat98] in his attempt to classify the very general scramblings introduced four years before by A. Owen. A linear digit scrambling is a permutation of the set Z b of the form
where f = 0 and g are given in Z b (identified as a set to Z b ) with b prime. The definition works also for any base b, provided that the multiplication by f remains a bijection. If g = 0, we obtain the so-called multiplicative factors f of our preceding papers on NUT digital sequences ( [Fau05b] , [Fau06] ). The additive factor g is a translation also called digital shift ( [Kri06] , [KLP06] ). It is quite remarkable that the swapping of permutations is a linear scrambling for any base, even though it is also quite trivial since τ (k) = b − 1 − k = (b − 1)k + b − 1 (mod b). But, according to the importance of this property to link our former study on D * to recent studies on digital scramblings, we defer it to a proposition.
Proposition 2. The permutation τ in the definition of sequences S
The case of the base 2: [Kri06] and [KLP06] is the permutation τ . In other words, in base 2, shifting is swapping. Typical results in these papers follow from [Fau81] , [Fau86] and from the former Note of Béjian [Bej78] where, unfortunately, the proofs are only outlined. As an example, we recall Theorem 2 of and permit to obtain upper bounds for the star discrepancy as well, see [Fau86] . We give in the following two examples showing the great interest of linear digit scramblings, especially with a digital shift g = 0.
In base 5, we observe the same phenomenon as in base 4, but this time with the linear digit scramblings π(k) = 3k + 1 and π (k) = 2k + 3. The sequences S ; finding the exact constant needs a bit more computations.
In base 233, which is our best prime base for D up to 1301 (see [Fau05b] ), the phenomenon is magnified: with the two linear digit scramblings ρ(k) = 89k and π(k) = 89k + 44 we have lim sup In the first approach, systematically N = b n is a power of the base. Precise studies, with exact formulas, have been done with combinatorial tools in arbitrary bases [DeC86] , [Whi75] and in base two [HZ69] . More recently, by means of Walsh series analysis in base two, important new advances were provided by the austrian team of Linz and Salzburg [LP01] , [LP03] , [Kri06] , [KLP06] , especially in the study of digitally shifted Hammersley point sets in base two.
The second approach is based on the relations between sequences and point sets (see Section 2.1). Here, there is no necessity for N to be a power of b but, since these relations are inequalities, this approach cannot claim to get exact formulas for the star discrepancy of Hammersley point sets. Nevertheless, the precise knowledge of the sequences S Σ b in arbitrary bases permits to obtain the best results currently known and to derive very good approximations of the exact formulas of De Clerck (see [Fau86] for details). In the same way our new lower bound (Section 4.3) and our linear digit scramblings for D * (Section 5.2) give new results and allow investigations in very large (prime) bases for two-dimensional Hammersley point sets. We make them explicit in the next subsection.
NEW RESULTS FOR HAMMERSLEY POINT SETS
General estimates
Proposition 3. For any pair (b, Σ) and any integer n ≥ 1 we have
Proposition 3 is also valid for the Hammersley point sets HX C b (b n ). The lower bound results from Proposition 1 and from the relation D ≤ 2D
* . The right upper bound is not optimal and is a compression of formulas for odd and even b given in [Fau86] , in which also the upper bounds are in terms of N instead of b n . In particular, we see that the usual Hammersley point sets HS Kritzer [Kri06] , in the more general setting of (0, n, 2)−Hammersley nets over Z 2 . As to the lower bound, we recall the preceding one obtained in [Fau86] :
. The gain on the constant is about 0.5 to 0.75, see Section 4.3 for comments on these poor (but only known) lower bounds.
Linear digit scramblings
Very good Hammersley point sets in any given prime base can be obtained with linear digit scramblings of the original Hammersley point sets HS [Kri05] and [KLP06] ). This study, together with other comparisons between the two methods, will be considered in a forthcoming paper.
